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As part of the Severe Accident Sequence Analysis (SASA) Program at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), radionuclide transport and deposition
within the nuclear plant are estimated for individual BWR core-melt acci-
dent sequences. Previous SASA efforts^»^ have estimated radioactive source
terms for the station blackout accident sequence and the scram discharge
volume line break accident sequence, both at Browns Ferry Unit 1 (a Mark I
BWR). The overall emphasis In all the SASA fission product transport analy-
ses Is on increasing the level of realism in source term estimation by con-
sidering previously undertreated factors, for example, by considering the
effects of physicochemical interactions, the detailed impacts of potentially
important plant systems (including systems other than engineered safety
features), and the effects of coupling thermal-hydraulic and radionuclide
transport considerations. In line with the primary SASA fission product
transport goal of improving the understanding of the factors which may
significantly affect radioactive accident source terras, both model sen-
sitivities and overall sources of uncertainties are explored.

Because the emphasis is on considering heretofore unde treated factors,
currently available approaches are not generally adequate to perform the
indicated fission product transport analyses.' Thus the assumptions and pro-
cedures used in SASA to estimate the accident source terms are a composite
of methods previously developed by others and of ones developed at ORNL spe-
cifically for the SASA transport analyses. Some of these methods have been
described in prior reports.1'2 Thermal-hydraulic input for the transport
analyses is based on calculations obtained using MARCH as modified at ORNL
for problems specific to BWRs,3"5 as well as on additional calculations per-
formed to describe the environment in the secondary containment.*>

Factors considered in the current analysis for the loss of decay heat
removal accident sequence at Browns Ferry include initial releases from the
core materials (both in-vessel and ex-vessel), plateout end reactions in the
coolant system and the drywell, scrubbing by the suppression pool, both
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natural and spray-induced removal processes i.i the secondary contain-
ment, and processing by the standby gas treatnent system. Four Reactor
Safety Study radicnuclide groups (noble gases, halogens, alkali metals,
and chalcogens), as well as structural and control rod materials, are
studied in the current analysis. In addition to "major" radionuclide
pathways to the environment (such as escape from the reactor building or
refueling bay), leakage pathways (such as escape via the main steam
isolation valves to the turbine building,...) are also considered.

Among the topics discussed in the paper are the following:

1. the impacts of chemical interactions on the release and transport of
iodine, cesium, tellurium, and antimony;

2. the effects of reactions of control rod materials (boron carbide) on
radionuclide transport and deposition;

3. the possible modes of operation of the reactor building fire protection
system sprays during severe accidents and their effects on source terras;

4. the relative importance of certain "secondary" leakage pathways; and

5. some major sources of uncertainty in the estimated source terms.
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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
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assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
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mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
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